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From the Editors...
Radical changes are sweeping America's universities, often
without regard to either the students, their parents, or the alumni.
Until recently, Washington and Lee was an exception.
Yet, even on the hilltop of Washington and Lee changes are
occuring. The importance offraternities is questioned, the role of
student government is declining, and even the concept of tradition
is diminishing.
Every four years a new generation of Washington and Lee
students enter and graduate from Washington and Lee; however,
instead ofadding to our heritage, we now face the danger that each
generation will be less aware of this school's tradition than the one
preceding it
The Washington and Lee Spectator is unique among University
publications inthat it was founded upon the principles ofupholding
the traditions of this University.
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1990 school year. As they stand now, the
rush rules are relatively flexible and easily
amendable in order to facilitate a less

Winter Rush
Sorority Rush this year should not
set the precedent for years to come

•
... s a part of its continual opposition to
fithe men's fraternity fall rush, the
Steering Committee has called for a
move to winter rush in its Long Range
Planning Report. Basing its argument in
part on the fact that women are conduct
ing rush in the winter of the 1989-1990
school year, the Steering Committee
ascn'bes a "wisdom,• which is not founded
in experience, to women's fraternity
members. In reality, however, the exist
ing women's fraternity rush program is a
weak foundation for advocating a winter
rush for all fraternities.
Because the sororities were installed
in earlyMayof1989, they had no substan
tial school titne in which to plan a fall
rush. The Panhellenic Rush Committee,

Panhellenic must evaluate
winter rush and the rush rules
following its competition in
order to asses its strengths·
and flaws.

o_f course, recognized this when they
rightfully established the guidelines and
dates for the sororities' first student-run
rush to held be in the winter. In fact
Panhellenic has made no definit~
provisions for rush following the 1989
E//se Bryant Is a sophomore from
Richardson, Texas.
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troublesome rush for the inexperienced
sororities of Washington & Lee. Panhel
lenic must evaluate winter rush and the
rush rules following its completion, in
order to assess its strengths and flaws.
For this reason, winter rush for this
school year is not indicative of a per
manent rush schedule for women; in
stead, it is a necessity under time con
straints and for the benefit of inex
perienced sorority members.
In order to plan rush rules and proce
dures in accordance with national
policies, Panhellenic has used the Na
tional Panhellenic Rush Recommenda
tions as a guideline. According to these
guidelines, National Panhellenic recom
mends that schools establish "...an early
formal rush period. ..• for several reasons.
Based on the fact that ninety percent of
all college Panhellenics conduct a fall
rush, experience has shown this to be the
practical choice. Early rush in the fall
would allow the chapter to help new
members meet more people and ac
c~te themselves to the college en
Vll'onment. Rumors about the various
sororities, most often a misrepresenta
tion ofthe chapter, would be mitigatedby
an early formal rush. Because early rush
ing eases th~ pressures of~patingthe
rush expertence, pledges and current
members can then focus their attention
~n. ~cademic, . campus, and chapter ac
tiVIties. Most unportantly, National Pan
hellenic points out that many campuses
have attempted a deferred rush in the
winter, only to return to a fall rush as the
better and more practical time. In con
trast to the Long Range Planning
Report's assessment, the current "wis
dom" on rush seems to be that fall rush is
more beneficial to all women involved.
W~en looking specifically at
Washington and Lee University, a fall
rush seems better suited to the needs of
women. Because Lexington is such a

soiall community where the men's frater
nities sponsor most social activities, it
benefits the students to have another or
ganization hosting social events. As
winter rush exists now, freshman girls
cannot take part in many sorority ac
tivities during fall term. If Panhellenic

To use Washington and Lee's
sorority •wisdom" as a lever
against the men's fraternities is
irrational and unfair.
were to conduct a formal fall rush, how
ever, the freshman girls interested in the
women's fraternity system could par
ticipate in the social facets of sororities
from the onset of the school year. Wtth
relatively limited social alternatives in the
first place, freshman girls suffer unneces
sarily because ofthe existing winter rush.
Furthermore, a fall rush would allow
freer contact between upperclassmen
and freshmen sooner in the year. The
~niver~ empbasius community and
mteraction among students; constraints
on contact to discourage "dirty rushing"
put a strain on the social atmosphere at
Washington and Lee. Certainly, cutting
down the period of"no contact" from one
whole term to a fewweeks would help the
rush process.
Recognition of the sororities• lack of
experience, particularly when compared
to the amassed experience ofthe Nation
al Panhell~nic Conference, definitely
challengesthe notion that sororities have
made a wise choice in terms of future
rushes. Washington and Lee's Panhel
lenic should continue to look to National
Panhellenic for guidance when estab
lishin~ rush procedures. Eventually,
sorority members themselves must
decide wbjch rush time is best.
The history of sororities and Panhel
lenic at Washington and Lee has been
successful thus far. After an overwhelm-
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ingly successful colonization and installa
tion last spring, the chapters have all
added more pledges, due to the recent
informal rush. The chapters have out
standing academic records, and they are
contributing to the campus and the com
munity through philanthropic and social
activities. Although fruitful, their road
has been short. To use Washington and
Lee sorority "wisdom" as a lever against
the men's fraternities i:, irf¥ltional and

unfair.

Berlin Wall
End of the Cold War?

•

THE MOST OPEN-MINDED
UNIVERSITY IN THE NATION!
we offer:
• A student to dean ratio of 10:1
• ·· Seminars by President Jesse Jackson in Self-Appointed Diplomacy
• EveryWednesday night: Mandatory Date-Rape and Sexual open-min
dedness lectures
·
• Speclal1bis Term: Panel Discussions on what makes A1an Alda so
sensitive -- Sponsored by Dentyne

Classes Hke:
1. How to buildyour own shanty
2. Feminist Rhetoric
3. Mamst Economics 101
4. Homo-Erotic Art
5. The Fallacy of Religion

Hoffman &

Jackson

University

This Is what we've heard...
"I want my daughter in this schooU"

he great struggle ofthe 20th Century,
the war against Communism, is over.
And the West has won. Rear Admiral
Gene LaRocque, director ofthe Center
for Defense Information, re1ated this ex
traodinary fact to the W&L Spectator in
a telephone interview. Saidthe Admiral,
"In a nutshell, the Cold War is over.
We've won. The wall is down."
Recent events in Berlin give credence
to this view. Hundreds upon thousands
offreedom-loving individuals have voted
with their feet and left the stagnant, gray
world of Communist Germany. After 40
years of imprisonment by barbed wire
and concrete, East Germans are seizing
the opportunity to experience freedom:
they are tlocking West.
"I am elated," said the Admiral
describing his reaction to the removal of
the Wall. The happiness ofthe hourcan
not be understated A reporter covering
the scene wrote, "Where people seeking
freedom had been shot downbymachine
gun fire, East and West Berliners now
stood safely, drinking champagne and
hugging, sharing the moment." Indeed,
the image of West German Chancellor
Kohl welcoming his long-lost cousins to
freedom sends excitement through the
veins of every Westerner.
According to AdmiralLaRocque,the
apparent end of the Cold War will bring

T

"your child Is provinlclal and suffers from a closed-mind due to a bad high
school or poor peer Influence, send him to...

--JoanBiaz

"Your dedication to open-mindedness is exceeded only by my dedication
to open-mindedness."
- Phil Donahue

"l& damn righteousr
- Rn. Al Sharpton

Student
Pep Rally:
H&J
students
demonstrate the school
spirit that makes us
great. Hear the H&J
Swing: "Red, White,
and Blue, we spit on
you."
- Words of a es
teemed graduate.

YOUR CHILD NEEDS n-ns KIND OF RE-EDUCATION

Ray Welder is a iunior from BeevUle,
Texas.
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an end to the U .S.'s military involvement
in Europe. "This is going to have an im
pact much greater, I think, than anyof us
reali7.e yet,• he said. Clearly the glue that
has held the Communist European em
pire together is its military might. With
those bonds between the Warsaw Pact
states weakening. that coalition "cannot
be considered an ·effective fighting
force," remarked LaRocque.
The military expart '11Cnt further: "I
sure would not want to be a Soviet
general in charge and expect to rely on
the East Germans to carry arms into
West Germany now...nor would I count
on the Hungarians or the Poles.• And if
the scenario that Admiral LaRocque
suggests becomes reality, if the Warsaw
Pact disintegrates, the result will be
American troops coming home; they will
no longer be needed in Europe.

IT TAKES ALOI
OFTALENTIO FILL
A HARRIS TEETER

GR

of Eastern Europe will demand that the
reforms continue. Unfortunately for
Communists, the logical end of glasnost
is democracy, and the logical end of
peristroika is a free market.
Tiannumun Square was squashed be
cause a square is not half a continent.
But the freedom fire in Eastern Europe
has been lit, and the blare is too large to
put out now. Americans can be proud
that our country holds high the torch of
freedom. And if Admiral LaRocque is
correct, we will share that radiant torch
· with Eastern Europe in the not too dis
tant future.
(Special thanks toRear Admiral Gene
LaRocque for the interview and permis

An important point should be noted:
the West did not win this Cold War by
lily-livered leadership, or weak-kneed
policies like unilateral disarmament; we
won through strength. The mind numbs
when considering the outcome if we had
followed Hubert Humphrey's advice of
unilateral disarmament; that is, the West
destroys their weapons in hopes the
Communists follow suit.
The current phenomenons clarify
another point: peristroika and glasnost
as they now stand are nothing more than
tiny breathing holes to freedom. In his
effort to save the Communist states
through the reforms of glasnost and
peristroika, Mr. Gorbachev has created
the beginning of the end for communism
itself. But it is an ill-fated attempt. The
EasternEuropean peoples will not agree
to breathe the clean air of freedom
through a straw. The oppressed people

RYBAG
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The Speaking nadition: Merely a part of W&L's past?
.. "
The Speaking Tradition at Wruhington and Lee has been shown greater respect in years past.
As a practice rooted in a noble heritage and vital to the character ofthis University, the tradition

demands that we participate.
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and Commodore Doremus. Doremus and his wife were visit
ing
Lexington and the campus of Washington and Lee and
"There is too much forgetting." said one venerable faculty
came upon an unidentified student who volunteered to take
member as we walked down the colonnade together earlier this
them on a tour of the school They were so impressed by the
year. Too easily we forget why we do what we do, and find
friendly
nature of the students that most ofthe Doremus estate
ourselves unable to justify doing anything at all. Every four
was bequeathed to W&L and was used to build the Doremus
years we have a new group of students, all of whom must be
Gymnasium. (It is said that the Doremuses had been visiting
made aware of the practices of the school and who must learn
UVA before coming to Lexington.)
something of the history of the institution if it is to survive and
Sometime after World War I the students felt it necessary to
flourish in what is certainly still a unique and charming atmos
"enforce" their traditions, and the Assimilation Committee was
phere. Only with a knowledge of the school's history can we
created. Over time the Assimilation Committee took on the
make the right decisions on the direction the school will take
responsibility of making sure students, freshmen especially,
in the future. There are several traditions which help to make
observed certain rules of conduct These included the Speak
this school what it is, and which must be properly understood
ing
Tradition, the dress code, wearing freshman caps (or
in order to gain an appreciation for the temperament of the
beanies) and not walking on the grass. 1b
institution as a whole.
some this was a symbolic end ofthe Speak
Next to honor, the Speaking Tradition
Next to honor, the Speaking
ing
Tradition. Once the motives of good
is probably the most important tradition
probably
the
most
Tradition
is
nature
and friendliness were replaced
at Washington and Lee. It embodies the
with fines and punishment the spirit of the
important tradition at
spirit of friendship and respect that are
Tradition changed It became tainted in
Washington and Lee.
essential aspects of the W&L comm.unity.
the negative context of forced participaGreeting others is a tradition in the truest
tion. (The Assimilation Committee was
sense. It started with noble purposes and
not particularly ruthless or arbitrary, but
developed to become a natural tendency
the
voluntary nature of speaking was
among a group of students who knew one
gone.) Most students found that after a few days of conscious
another. It bas continued simply because people like doing it.
participation speaking became a habit, and forced participa
It has helped to mark the "W&L man• and now the "W&L
was no longer necessary.
tion
woman• as someone who is able to interact with others with
Until the late 1960's the Committee went on assimilating
confidence and sincerity.
freshmen into the fine arts of cordiality, proper dress and
No one person can be credited with its founding, in fact no
walking on sidewalks. Then came the great changes of the late
one is quite sure when it started Some give credit to General
1960's and early 1970's which rocked colleges all over the
Lee. He knew each student by name, and greeted each young
United States and even impacted Wdshington and Lee. Tradi
man accordingly. (This recognition often surprised freshmen.)
tions in general were shunned The dress code, freshman caps,
Back then there were only four or five hundred students, and
for a few years even Fancy Dress was not held. The Assimila·
it wasn't so difficult to know everyone. It bas been suggested,
tion Committee was disbanded and the Speaking Tradition
and it is quite probable, that the friendly art of speaking arose
became
voluntary again. The school had become much larger
as a reaction to the cold, austere practices of UVA where one
than it was before the Assimilation Committee was established,
did not speak to another person unless they had been properly
and knowing everyone was more difficult. It is difficult to say
introduced The attitude of friendliness and cordiality did not
when the Tradition hit its low point, and opinions ofthose who
extend simply to those who were affiliated with Washington and
have been here since that time vary to some degree. But until
Lee. Every freshman hears the story of the •unknown soldier"
the last few years the speaking diminished in its prominence as
Bob Tompkins is a senior from Morgantown, West.
a part of the Wdshington and Lee routine. Over the past few
Virginia.
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years there bas ~en an effort on the part of the School and the
orientation committee to revitaliu it during orientation week.
"Heritage Panels" have been made a part of the week since I was
a freshman, and give the freshman basic history about W&L.
Many come away from the week with great expectations, but find
them a11Shed when they real~ that upperclassman participa
tion in the great Speaking 'lradition is lac.king, and takes a further
nose dive with the end of Rush.
It is not, and should not be the administration's duty to
rekindle the 'lradition. After Freshman orientation that role
should be left to th~ stUJlents. At the heart ofstudent autonomy
is the responsibility to be aware of and continue such traditions.
I became concerned about the standing of theSpeaking'lradi
tion last year when I began to reali7.e that I was not going to be
here forever. I realized that I had a responsibility to the three
classes below me to "pass on the torch" and to cast a vigilant eye
towards the traditions that had been placed in uiyhands. I began
to notice that the passers by on the colonnade often offered
nothing more than blank stares or averted eyes.
I tried to single out one group as a guilty party. · Was it the
obnoxious sophomore who was still caught between the revelry
of no longer being a freshman and the pettiness of high school
social life? Was it the member of a certain fraternity? Was it the
girl who was not quite as good looking as she thought she was
and for whom the "freshman fifteen" was not only the pounds she
had gained but the number of boyfriends she had had that year?
Was it one of Eddie Klank's "brick counters" too emersed in a
calculus equation or self doubt to acknowledge someone else's
existence? Was it the new faculty member who had just spent
eight years at a state school with 50,000 other nameless faces? It
was everyone! I realized that I was doing it, too. There wasn't
one type of person to blame. There was too much forgetting.
I had forgotten why we spoke to one another. Why shouldn't
everyone else forget as well? They had forgotten what it was like
to go to a school where friendliness was a way of life; where a
basic respect was shown for everyone, even those with whom you

ments, would seem to defeat the purpose, and besides, would
probably not be accepted. The administration is doing a good
thing by organizing the heritage panels during orientation. Each
student needs the basic history of the school ifhe or she is to help
perpetuate the tradition ofstudent government. However, if the
administration bas to accept too much responsibility, the spirit
of the tradition is again lost
It is really up to the upperclassmen to set the example for the
freshmen. With so many student-run groups on campus exercis
ing so much power, it shouldn't be difficult to find support for
such a worthy cause. The fraternities couJd take it on as a way
to help restore some ofthe tradition that has been cast aside over
the last few years. Dorm counselors could continue to direct
their freshmen. The Executive Committee could set up a sub
committee on "'lradition Education" to inform the students at the
sixth oldest school in the country ofits roots. Perhaps pressure
could be exerted to add a class on the History of W&L.
As a part of the W&L community, the older faculty must a1so
set the example for their newer colleagues. Those who came to
W&Las students have a sincere appreciation and concern for
the Speaking 'lradition, but need to make sure that other mem
bers ofthe faculty are equally aware of it.
The word tradition has lost some of its significance at W&L.
It has been overused and plastered on events that are sometimes
ridiculous and occasionally flat-out wrong. "Dead horses" have
been beaten to a pulp with the word. This is quite a shame
considering the damage that has been done to the real "tradi
tions" at W&L. An unqualified guilt-by-association has clouded
the intent of the term. By being aware of the history of our
institution we can understand and appreciate traditions for their
true worth and for the right reasons. The speaking tradition is a
classic case.
(Special thanks to Dean John, Professor Sanders, Professor
Stephenson, Joseph B. Tompkins, Jr., '71, and the rare books
room of the University Library for their help in researching this
article.)

It Is really up to the upperclassmen .
to set the example for the fresh
men ...The fraternities could take It
on as a way to help restore some of
the tradition which has been aside
over the last few years.

had your differences. We had forgotten. Maybe we never even
knew that place we had heard about during orientation. Maybe
it never existed.
But there was and is a Speaking 'lradition at Washington and
Lee. Ifthere are those among us·w ho do not realize it, then they
have to be told I realize that I am not the first to write about this.
Every year there is at least one letter to the editor in the PHI
expressing concern over the matter. Last year the Spectator
made itself a medium for such a message.
I noticed, however, that from all of these letters there was not
one viable means for revitalizing the 'lradition. Reconstructing
the Assimilation Committee, i n ~ of some of my earlier com
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Ever since the sixties, colleges have given up their traditional role as in loco parentis. Now, many
university administrators believe it is their moral duty to enlighten the depravedyoungergeneration.
However, today's sin is the political and social evil of"insensitivity" and in order to ensure justice the
liberal deans are

.. "

Curtailing
FRee
Spee Ch

SPEECH NOT SEX THE DEAN BANS
I T'S
NOW," 'WATCHING WHAT YOU SAY ON
CAMPUS," and "LIBERAL CENSORSHIP"
scream the headlines. Despite the public outcry,
the repression of free speech is clearly gaining
legitimacy in, of all places, the American Ux;tlver
sity. Official policy statements on racism, sexism,
and homophobia are considered the best means a
University has to affirm the dignity of the in
dividual. While this is a lofty goal, the policy state
ments of most Universities go too far. In their zeal
to protect every social group with the status of
"victim," the deans have actually subordinated in
dividual rights to the collective notion of group
rights. As a result, these universities are losing
sight of the very reason for their existence: the
pursuit of truth through the freedom of ideas and
expression. While W &L students have not been
subjected to a Dartmouth-style liberal thought
police, our administration has instituted the very
same organ of harassment control that has been so
abused on other campuses.
INFAMOUS ORIGINS

J

Jn the spring of 1988, an ad-hoc committee was
formed to explore solutions to the problems of
drug abuse on campus. Curiously, the raison d'etre
of the committee drastically changed, and soon it
was argued that students on the Student Conduct
Paul Lagarde is a junior from New Orleans, Lousiana.
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Committee could not deal with sensitive issues such
as racism and date rape confidentially. Sometime
between that spring and the beginning of the next
school year the administration instituted the Con
fidential Review Committee, a disciplinary court
that, at the time, had no members, no formal juris
diction or statement of purpose, and no set proce
dures. This decision to create a new disciplinary
committee along with the subsequent "finalizing" of
the CRC was not only a dramatic breakfrom W&Cs
tradition of student self government, but also a
frightening omen for the future of free speech.
More importantly, the CRC's existence may jeop
ardize our community of trust on campus.
The University's harassment policy makes it
clear that ethnic, racial, religious, or sexual harass
ment will not be tolerated on campus. Unfor~
tunately, the definitions of harassment are so broad
and unclear that reasonable .and sincere individuals
can disagree as to exactly what they mean. How,
then, does a CRC member interpret the definition?
Does one student's thoughtless remark constitute
the only criterion that affects another's perfor
mance in school? How does .the CRC determine
what constitutes an "intimidating" or "hostile" or
"offensive" environment. By what standards do
they judge "quality of life?"
Until recently, the University of Michigan had
a similar policy statement. It prolubited "any be
havior, verbal or physical, that stigmatizes or vic
timizes an individual on the basis of race, ethnicity,
9

religion, natiomd origin, sex, sexual orientation, creed, ancestry, age, marital status, handicap, or Vietnam-era veteran
status.• Although this policy statement seems more specific
than ours, last spring U.S. District Judge Avem Cohn ruled it
unconstitutional on the grounds that "persons of common
intelligence just guess at its meaning."
Professor Harlan Beckley, a first year member ofthe CRC,
indicated that itwould be futile to list every single possible case

STUDENT GOVERNMENT?
,..,he CRC members not only have wide interpretive powers,
J. they determine their own procedures as well. In particular,
procedure #4 reads: •Advisors will not be allowed the
pri!ilege of the floor." It is interesting that this is generally
waived by the committee before each case. Professor Hobbs
defended the rule saying that it would only.be enforced in a

10

case where the questioning was of a nature that it might
constitute harassment itself. While it is laudable that CRC
members are trying to make the trial process asfair as possible,
why are there any procedures at all if a mere vote of the
committee can eliminate them? More importantly, if these
rules are now seen as unjust, shouldn't we question their
original incorporation into the procedures?
Another problem with the procedures is its very limited

basic a right as free speech? American co.u rts gawantee
cross-examination of witnesses and a full appeals process for
a reason. If it is possible for a man to perpetrate the heinous
crime ofrape, it is also possible for a woman to lie about being
raped Surely if the CRC strives for justice, it will insist on
discovering the entire truth, despite the possible unpleasant
ness of certain questions.
Even more disturbing is the lack of student involvement in
the process. Since the CRC'c inception last lear, interested
students have had a difficult time even discovering the proce-
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dures under which it operates. Ever since the procedures were
developed, they have been under constant revision. The Ex
ecutive Committee's alternative proposals were rejected by the
faculty because, according to former president Christopher
deMovellan, "basically, they decided they wanted to let it ride
for a year." Due to all this vision and revision, there is an
unfortunate ignorance about the committee's procedures and
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Unfortunately, the definitions of harass
ment are so broad and unclear that
reasonable and sincere individuals can
disagree as to exactly what they mean.

purpose among the student body.

SENSITIVITY FOR WHOSE SAKE
,...,he CRC raises tricky questions concerning a student's right
.1 to free speech and another's right to avoid "harassment~.
Dean McCloud offers the following framework for analysis:
"Who has suffered the greaterinjury: The person who has had
something said about them that is considered harassment, or is
it goingto be a greaterinjuryto the accusedfor him orher to have
their statement curtailed?"
Does one's ideology or world viewfactor into this analysis?
"We are not after ideological purity," argues Professor Hobbs,
Chairman of the Confidential Review Committee. "We are not

11

concerned with changing an individual's ideas, but the way
that they conduct themselves within a community.•.•
Yet, ideology does indeed play a factor. Although most
students, whatever their political views, are naturally polite
and respectful of other individuals, it is current h'beral or
thodoxy that defines harassment in terms of America's tradi
tionally subjugated groups or 'victims". For example, Dean
McCloud would want "proof,• other than religious conviction,
from an individual who might argue that homosexuality is
socially deviant and sexually perverted. There are two dif
ferent ideologies-.at work here. One ideology probably
believes that homosexuality is as legitimate as heterosexuality
and that homosexuals are victims of a narrow-minded and
intolerant society. Another view believes sodomy is perverted
and that one ought to be able to talk freely about such beliefs.
In this context, one's world view helps determine what is
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believed to be offensive speech. The "intolerance busters•
have determined the proper codes (however hazily) of con
duct that Washington and Lee should tolerate. Although the
common community values of politeness and respect seem to
be most important in evaluating these codes, it wouldbe naive
to believe that ideology is in no way involved.

FALSE TOLERANCE
.nder the CRC with its current definitions of harassment,

how many white students would would feel comfortable
U
freely debating very sensitive racial issues with black students,
or vice versa? What about an arguement between a Catholic
and a Jew over the recent Auschwitz controversy? Unfor
tunately, there is nothing in the CRC procedures that prevents
such cases from going to trial. Instead of nurturing General
Lee's community of trust, the CRC will sharpen group
divisions by drawing attention to the differences that separate
them. What results is a "hypersensitivity'' that chills the hones
ty and openn~ necessary to bring people together. Instead
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of tolerance and understanding. todays purveyors of sen
sitivity are planting the seeds of silence and distrust.
To date, the CRC has only beard two cases, and the com
mittee seems to be functioning smoothly without any con
troversy (as far as we know). This is not surprising. since any
new committee receiving such strong student opposition must
start off cautiously. Soon it will be time for the CRC's year
and a half review, but a faculty committee will do the review
ing. and, again, the students will not be involved in the process.
This fact may be more upsetting than the CRC itself. We pay
lip service to student self government but administrative
government by committee is the reality. Fust, they have taken
away student power in the membership of the CRC. The
faculty maintains a 4-3 majority on the committee and the
students on the committee are unelected members appointed
by President Wilson. Now it has become perfectly clear that
student input is also irrelevant in finalizing the institution's
makeup, jurisdiction, and procedures. There is no mistake;
when faculty CRC advocates and members push aside student
complaints by saying that the procedures have not been 6nal
iud (in a committee that was already operating!), when they
tell students it is too early to criticize or to try to change the
CRC because it "has not yet had a chance to operate," and
when, after a year and a half of operation, students are still not
invited to review the CRC, the administration has told us that
we must trust them about the CRC when they so evidently do
not respect our opinions. If this refusal to trust the students
continues, the CRC might just become the first of many more
administrative power plays to come.
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Out Loud

·~ nation may.?ose'1ts liberties in a ~ and not miss
them for a century."
- Baron de Montesquieu
"A moderate is someone who is only ha]f right."

-Anonymous

"To be prepared for war is one of the most effectual
means of preserving peace."

- George Washington

'Will Rogers said that he never met a man he didn't
like. Of course, he never met Dan Rather."
- Frank Sinatra

"It is better to live rich
than to die rich."

v,=·· ·

"A pint of sweat will
save a gallon of blood."
- Gen. George Patton

- Samuel Johnson
"Before I left home my
father told me:
1. Never trust someone
who won't look you straight
in the eye.
2. Never talk when you
can listen.
3. Never engage in a
financial agreement of ven
ture capital without a
detailed,
analytical
fiduciary prospectus."
-Woody on CHEERS

"(I hate) people who are
so open-minded that all
their brains have -fallen:

-~,· out."
"'t',

"Human kind cannot
bear very much reality."

=~=

-T.S.Eliot
"Obviously, I am for

Dukakis."
- Willie Horton

"The God who gave us
life, gave us liberty at the
same time."
·

"Until Eve arrived, this
was man's world." .
- RichardAnnour

- Thomas Jefferson
"Why should I run for re
election? My integrity is intact. I haven't been accused
of anything in what, 11 days?"

- Mayor Marion Barry
''Thach him to deny himself."
- General Robert E. Lee

- letter in The American
Spectator

•An alcoholic is someoneyou don't like who drinks as
much as you.•

- Dylan Thomas
"A guy hit my fender the other day, and I said unto
him 'be fruitful and multiply', but not in those words."
- Woody Allen

"Tell him (Santa Anna) to go to hell."

- Zachary Taylor
ECONOMIC SURGE RAISES CONCERN
-Headline in Washington Post
"A government agency is the nearest thing we'll ever
see to eternal life on this earth."

"Man has imagination to compensate for what he is
not and a sense of humor to console him for what he is."

- Elbert Hubbard
''The easiest way to defame someone of their ideas is
to call them crazy."

- John Hinckley Jr.

- President Ronald Reagan
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Exclusive Interview: Congressman Bill Whitehurst

CongreNCMn 8111 Whllehum relates hie experiences at WltL

G. William Whitehurst served for 18 years as a member of
Congress from the Second District of Vuginia. He worked for six
years on the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence and was
a Congressional delegate to the North Al/antic Assmebly. He is
currently a professor at Old Dominion University and worla for
wn?C-1V as a news analyst Congressman Whitehur.st has also
written two books in his spare time. mi werefortunate to have dinner
with him and his wife in Norfolk. mi talked about the govenor's
election and the Berlin Walt but like most ofthe alumni we have
met, he wanted most to talk ofhis Alma Mater.
Spectator: Could you tell us a little about your days at W&L?
Whitehurst: I'd love to. We (my wife Jane and I) lived out on
a farm in a made-over dairy called Oak-Hill. It was so cold we
had to chip the water out of the faucet. Nobody had any money,
and everyone around us was in the same boat. As you heard from
Senator Warner, about 85% of the class were veterans.
I really loved it; and I joined a fraternity. In fact, for a semester
I was presic;lentof the Delta Upsilon fraternity..J was active in the
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fraternity, but at the same time I didn't live in the house,
but Jane and I had alot of fraternity guys over.
What we really remember about Lexington is, not just
our poverty, but the fact that there were so many great
people there. I received a great education. I received my
inspiration to teach from a professor there, Dr. Bill Jenks,
who's now retired. He was so great and so inspiring, that
I changed my major from journalism to history because of
him. And, it's because of him that I am leaving my papers
and my diary to Washington & Lee and not anywhere else.
I feel a little guilty because I teach at Old Dom.inion and I
have taught there for a longtime, but somehow-something
inside of me - I just was moved to leave my diary and my
papers in Lexington at the library there.
What else can you say - things really move you later on.
I never dreamed I would go into politics, never had any
thought about it. But I can remember, one of the things
that Washington & Lee is very proud of was how many
Governors had gone to W&L, how many Senators had
gone there - not only in Vttginia, but in West Vttginia as
well • how many politicians they had produced. And I
· guess if somebody had taken Bill Whitehurst aside and
said, "you'll be in the House too, with Jack Morris - who I
had classes with- orwith John Warner or LynwoodHokon
or Bill Brock, you know, I just couldn't have imagined such
a thing happening. It gives you a good feeling. It's a
wonderful University. rn always have a warm spot in my
heart for it.
Ofcourse,we had the Mock Convention in '48. We had
to nominate a Republican, because 1ruman was in office.
I remember we nominated Arthur Vandenburg for Presi
dent instead of Dewey. What we had was a deadlock, so
we had to decide on a compromise candidate. We had the
parade through the middle of town...We had the best time.
For the parade we had a flat-bed truck for the Conneticut
delegation. Conneticut was the arsenal of the nation. So
we decided to combine the arsenal of the nation with the
Baldwin apples. We took a lead pipe and filled it with sand
and dropped cherry bombs down it and fired apples. Well,
the first time we fired it went 100 yards! In front of us was
the Arkansas delegation and we hit their mule smack in the
hind parts and it took off down Main Street.
Spectator: What about the traditions ofW&L?
Whitehurst: The thing I remember is about General
Lee. After the Civil War, for the five years that he wa5
president at W&L, he was asked by a student, "What are
the rules at Washington College?• His reply was: "We have
only have one rule here, we expect every man here tc
~have as a gentleman.• And that is all you need. In yow
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personal behavior, in your standards and ethics, or whatever,
from Norfolk whose parents called me and asked me to look
you behave like a gentleman.
after them. Forgetting about the rules regarding rush that you
couldn't be in the dormitory at a certain time, I went because
In fact, when I was in Congress, Jane and I went to alot of
places we didn't want to go, went to alot of functions that we
the parents requested. Well, there was a gentleman who was
a dormitory counselor and he asked me wbatl was doing there.
didn't want to go to, because you are a prisoner of the job. I
used to say that if we had to go someplace, we had to go. I
I told him the story and he told me thatI was in violation. They
fined my fraternity $100. But if you ask me did it function?
would say, never forget the words of General Robert E. Lee,
Yes, it functioned well; they ran a tight ship.
who said: "Duty is the sublimest word in our language." And
it stays with you. That principle stayed with me for all of years
that I was in public life and it is one thing that has always set
Spectator: We'd like to switch to Virginia politics. In
regards to the recent governor's race, could you give us your
W&L apart and made it a ~pecial place.
The speaking tradition A'layed
you, and you carried it
opinion on why Coleman lost an early 8-point lead to such
home, where you would find yourself
swing to Wilder's side and back to an
walking up to people and speaking
vote?
them. It was a matter of getting used to it
Whitehurst: I saw an editorial in the
more than anything else, because most 11 But somehow - something
people just don't speak to total strangers.
Virginia Pilot by Bill Wood. He said
Inside of me -1 Just was
It became so ingrained in you, from W &L.
that this election may well have been
There is another story about Robert E.
decided last July, when the Court issued
moved to leave my diary
Lee, after the Civil War, when he was in
its abortion decision. ..I think he hit the
and my papers to [W&L].
Church - and you've probably heard this
nail on the head. Without that issue,
story too - when it came time for com
Marshall Coleman would be governor
elect. Ofthat, I am absolutly convinced.
munion - this is an Episcopal church - a
11
black man came out of the balcony and
Coleman just couldn't shake the abor
came forward to take communion, and
tion issue. H that had not been an issue,
everybody gasped. Lee got up out of his
Marshall would have won by 5 to 10%.
pew, went up, kneeled beside him and
took the sacrament. And that's a true
Spectator: You don't believe the ac
story. So the man was really an inspira
tivists on both sides crossed each other
tion. And I know that he is venerated and
out?
I read the piece in the Spectator about the
commemoration of his death and so forth.
Whitehurst: No, I don't believe
That's great. These traditions are impor
I'm an analyst for the local ABC af
tant and they should be preserved.
filiate. And this guy Gravely, who's
head of the local NAACP, was quoted.
Spectator: You were in Washington
He said race was a key issue, AndJane
11
when his citizenship was restored, weren't
Gardner, the anchorwoman, said to me
you?
what about it? I said, ''Horsefeathers!"
Look what happened in Chesapeake. A
11
[The W&L] traditions are
guy named Randy Forbes,(R), who's
Whitehurst: I certainly was. In fact, it
was really great, because around the same
•
d h
h Id white, challenged a black Democratic
time - within a few months - we had the
Important an t ey S OU
candidate for a House Delegate seat.
be preserved .11
And the Republican won, not by much,
widow ofLord Dunmore, the most recent
Lord Dunmore, here in Norfolk for a little
buthe won the seat. AndJane said, "But
celebration. And of course, it was her..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _he's white." And I said that's right, but
husband's ancestor who shelled the city
you check those same precincts and
during the American Revolution, at the beginning of it. And
they voted for Doug Wilder. And she said, "Ohl" To Wilder's
I was asked to say a few words. Well, I spoke up and said (they
credit, he said race doesn't have anything to do with it..Jt's
(,:rediculous to beat this [race] thing to death. Doug Wilder's
had passed a resolution forgiving him for bombarding the city
been elected and let's get behind and support him.
on New Years Day, 1776, out here in the water) ...I said: "Lady
Dunmore, I want to tell you something. General Robert E.
Lee, who's citizenship was just restored this year byCongress,
Spectator: What are your thoughts about the recent oc
and a man who enjoyed considerable prestige and affection in
curences in East Germany and Eastern Europe?
these parts, took over a hundred years to get his citizenship
back. So you should not be concerned that it took nearly two
Whitehurst: Most exciting thing!
centuries for us to forgive Lord Dunmore.•
Spectator: I would also like to know what you think Presi
Spectator: We did want to learn about student self-govern
dent Bush should do about the whole situation.
ment. Was it strong in your day?
Whitehurst: Let me put the second answer first. There is
Whitehurst: Absolutely, very much so. In fact, I was fined
a misconception in America that somehow we can manipulate
for a misstep on my part. The situation involved two students
and control the events that are occuring in Eastern Europe.
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The Speaking Tradi
tion stayed with you,
and you carried it
home, where you
would find yourself
walking up to people
and speaking with
them.
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In point of fact, there is very little that the U.S. can do to
control those events, and to a lesser degree, there is little the
Russians can do at this point, given what they have set in
motion.
I remember some years ago, a Soviet National in
Washington who was offended by it. He was a colonel in the
K.G.B. Now, this is a tough thing to say, I expect, butI thought
he was a nice cop. Besides, the RB.L told me to keep seeing
him, and we became as freindly as it was possible to be with
a Russian national. One evening, this is 14 years ago, he said:
"Bill, you all think that .-e can manipulate and control events
everywhere in the world. That's wrong, we can't do it." I said,
"You know, we can't do it either." And the proof of that is
what is occuringin EasternEurope. I honestly did not ~lieve
that the communist government of East Germany would
make the concessionsit has made, as recently as ten days ago.
Everybody has been caught flat-footed by this. So to expect
the President of the United States, even given all the informa
tion at his fingertips, to somehow put a great gameplan in
place is to expect the impossible. It is unreasonable to expect

it.
Let me get back to the first part ofthe question, of where
its going - just in terms purely ofthe present. Please consider
for example that in 1992, Europe is going to be totally
economically integrated. Now, if the events that have oc
cured in the Fallof 1989 accelerate and there really is political
pluralism, not only in East Germany, but as it is already in
place in Hungary and Poland and perhaps even in Bulgaria 
that really shocked me to hear that; Rumania will be the last
place it happens, but Czechoslovakia will be next, ofthat I am
convinced-what then will be the position ofthese little states
with respect to this three-hundred million population
economic entity that has been created by itself. It is bound to
be drawn like a magnet to it. It can't help but be, anymore
than Canada can help but be drawn like a magnet to the
United States, the economic power to the South of it. These
are immutable laws. Forthe Sovietsit represents a conviction
that the buffer zone that Stalin createdwith the Eastern block
is no longer necessary, and that in itself will prope~ not only
negotiations, but far-reaching agreements with the West in
terms of drawing down conventional forces. Not creating
necessarily a WarsawPactor NATO free europe, but certainly
one that is far less militarized than it is now. Additionally, if
you look at the economic crunch that the Soviets face, and we
also face - not on the same terms and not merely by the same
magnitude, but the budget crunch that we face -you are going
to see increasing pressures, not only to make agreements for
the Russians to draw down on the totalityofthe military forces
of either side - or the total numbers, is perhaps a better word
- but there will also be strong pressures to pull forces out of
Western Europe by the United States.
Spectator: Thank you so much for ~

·enjoyable evening

lntemew by Man: Short attd Ray Welder oo November 10, 1989..

HEAD-TO-TOE
DRESSING . . .
FOR M EN AND WOMEN

complete College T own Shop fashion
dedicated to
your way oflife . . .
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All the essentials to make you
look andf eel
well presented at all times . . .

College Town Shop head-to-toe
dressing means
"bred-on-the-bone" good looks ...
lsn 't this what fashion is all about?
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TOWN SHOP
111 West Nelson Street in Lexington
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The
Sports
Report
On November 17, ODAC Coach Of The Year Verne Canfield
will lead his "overachieving" squad of 1989 onto the court against
Methodist. The Generals should once again contend for the top
spot in the league, but Coach Canfield warns the team should not
get over-confident because the competition "will be the toughest
the league's ever seen." The Generals should be tested right away
with a brutal schedule before Christmas. Aside from Methodist,
the team will play both Emory, who the Generals lost to last year,
and Hampden-Sydney. The loss of Lee Brading will hurt the
team from a leadership standpoint, as there are no seniors on the
squad, butwith Canfield's specially designed "eight-man" starting
unit, there will be ample talent to fill the vacancy.
Look for the team to once again push the ballup the court with
its explosive offense and tenacious defense. Michael Holton will
move to the second guard slot enabling him to light-it-up from
3-point range. Inside, the Generals will rely on ODAC Player Of
The Year Chris Jacobs. All-in-all the Generals will have plenty
of scoring potential. Also crucial to the success of the team will
be the performance ofthe versatile sixth man Mark Melton. The
shooting potential of Pat Gallavan will also play a key role.
Randolph-Macon will be the heavy favorite to win the conference
as it drops down from a national contender in Division II to
Division m. Randolph-Macon will be powered by the return of
a couple scholarship players. Next to R-MC, Emory and Henry,
1989 ODAC Champion Hampden-Sydney, and the Generals
should id! compete for second place. Bridgewater and Roanoke
should finish 5th and 6th, with Vrrginia Wesleyan, Lynchburg, and
Eastern Mennonite rounding out the bottom.
W&.L Hoopat.-. pracllclng hard

(Photo by Matt French)

InTheACC
(1) UNC- I personally hate the 'Heels, but they'll be danc
ing in the Dean Dome this year. IfScott Wtlliams stays healthy,
the other positions are represented strongly enough to win
another ACC title.
(2) Duke-The Queen Ferry has gone to Europe, but Duke
still has Coach K. Brickey must assume more scoring respon
sibility for Duke to finish 2nd
(3) Georgia Tuch- The Yellow Jackets have tremendous
talent with Scott, Oliver, and freshman phenom Anderson. But
the report on McNeil! and Munlyn is unclear.
(4) Clemson- Big men inside with experienced backcourt.
No real weakness. Thebig question is whether or not Oemson
is ready to move into the upper echelon with Duke and UNC.
If they play together, they might finish higher.
(5) Wake Forest- Most improved team in the ACC. Great
athletes for Odom. to start with. They still need a center,
though, because Kitley is probably the slowest man ever seen
on a basketball court (vertical leap of maybe 4ft). Team will
probably get NCAA bid.
(6) UVa- Unfortunately, there's not that much to cheer
about here. Look for Stith to make All-ACC. If the Cavs can
rally around Holland's last year, they might steal a few more

wins.
(7) N.C. State- Don't be surprised if we hear more about
recruiting violations at State. After all, this is the school that
let Chris Washburn in with 470 SAT's. Should battle UNLV for
lowest SAT scores on one team. Regardless, it's perhaps the
best backcourt in the NCAA, but not much else.
(8) Maryland- New coach, same bad players. Might go
winless in ACC.

Marc Short is a sophomore from Virginia Beach, Virginia.
His Idol ls Brent Musburger.
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Pro Choice: But for whom?
PRO CHOICE

by Lee Alice Rorrer

T ibertas, the Latin word for liberty and the original

society. Instead, I ask you to believe in the American tradition
oflibertyand not to restrict, not tocontrol another American's
Lnamesake of our university, among other~ means to
power of choice. To do so runs counter to American
be free from the control ofanother, free from compulsion, and
free from restraint. It also means the power of choice. That
democratic principles.
power of choice, that liberty, is being threatened by a small
Toke for instance the victims of rape, the victims ofincest,
minority of people in this country who want to restrict, to
and the wives, for better or worse, that do not want another
child. Consider for a moment what pro-life forces are telling
compel, to control other Americans. This is not the idea of
the Latin word libertas, nor of the English word liberty.
women, and men, because your choice is being curtailed as
well. In effect, if you are
In 1973, the Supre~e
Court held that a ·woman's
the victim of incest, these
people say, 'Tough, have
interest in making her own
the child." If you are the
decision about whether to
bear a child or not was a
victim of rape, they say
constitutional wlibertyw of
nHave the child, it was
fundamental importance.
probably somehow your
A state could, under the 7-2
fault anyway.n Now,
Roe v. Wade decision, force
maybe you say to yoursel
ves, rape or incest will
a woman to continue a preg
nancy only if it could
never happen to me or
demonstrate a compelling
someone I care about.
governmental reason for
But it could. It happens to
restricting her choice. The
100,000 women each year.
requirement that the
Only one percent of all
government demonstrate a
abortions are performed
compelling reason before
because of these heinous
denying a fundamental right
crimes, but that adds up to
is the standard protection
15,000 women each year
afforded all constitutional
that, if pro-life forces have
rights. This decision was
their way, will have to
preceded by Griswold v.
wake up every morning
Connecticut, a 1965 case af
and be reminded that the
firming the right of a couple
child they carry inside
Three gradualee march tor women'• rlghl8 In Washington D.C
to practice birth control.
them was conceived by
Source: Calyx 1989
These 2 cases are inter
such a brutal act. Don't
meshed -- the two most
you think that those
common forms ofbirth con
women have beenthrough
trol can also cause an abortion. They are also based on the
enough torture and deserve a choice in that matter?
fundamental right to privacy that each of us is guaranteed by
Economically, the decision nQt to have a child is a, tc>Ugh
the 14th amendment, and if Roe v. Wade is struck down, then
one. Women in families with an income of less than $11,000
it could be used as a precedent to strike down Griswold v.
are twice as likely to have an abortion. An extra mouth to
Connecticut.
feed in a family, with a total combined income that low, would
Before going any further, please let me make my position
certainly created some severe financial problems. If the
clear. I am not asking you to believe in abortion. If you don't,
woman has no choice in the matter, then she is faced with the
then that is your right as an American, living in a free andopen
problem of coming up with enough money to feed and clothe
Lee Alice Rorrer is a freshman from Floyd, Virginia.
Please see PRO-CHOICE on page 20
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by J. Cameron Humphries

PRO-LIFE

article states that the reaction of the fetus could not be
considered merely "reflex," but a "cortical recognition of
pain.• Additionally, science has known for years that the fetus
reacts to outside noises. Children who have been read to or
talked to while still inside t'he mother's womb have been
shownto actuallyretain the information which is read to them.
Yes, education can begin while inside the womb.
Does the fetus need sustenance? Definitely yes, the fetus'
need for nutrition is so great the mother often notices her
At no point in the history of mankind have the peoples of
baby's appetite. Yet, it is at this point where the Mpro-choice"
advocate will reply: "But can the fetus live on its own?" No,
the world enjoyed the freedoms that we, United States
citi7.ens, enjoy today. Over the last two hundred years slavery
the fetus cannot live on its own. Yet, then again, neither can
has been abolished, the right of suffrage has been extended
a baby at one year, a retarded adult at thirty, or an
universally, and as a society, we are purging our laws and
Alreheimer's patient at seventy. If the standard of being able
culture of its prejudices and discrimination. While we may
to live without assistance must be met for human life to be
protected, then we have returned to
still have much to accomplish, we must
take pride in our progress.
the early days of Nazism, and all of
Yet, in this movement of freedom of
us could soon be at risk.
Here, then, is where the real con
When a child is created, there is
the individual, we have been so busy
11
11
tradiction to the term Pro-choice
rewriting the laws to uphold the rights
something special about that child.
lies. If freedom of the individual is
F'trst, it is absolutely unique. The
of the outspoken, that we have lost
the upmost value of this society, as
sight of our founding principle: to
manner in which the chromosomes
uphold the rights of those who cannot
fuse cannot be duplicated ever
most people, especially the feminist,
again. Anybiologist will tell you that
defend themselves. No where is this
agree it is, then the involuntary ter
contradiction more apparent than in
one fertilized egg contains every bit
mination of one's life is the ultimate
of biological definition it will ever
the practice of abortion and in the
violation of liberty.
term, Pro-Choice.
contain. The egg contains all the
RNA and DNA it will ever have.
Most contend that no question is
more central to the question of abor
You, me, the neighbor down the
tion than: When does life begin?
street were absolutely defined
While pretending that this is a question
biologically at our point of concep
man.can never answer, our society has used this penumbra to
tion. Conception creates a unique individual in the truest
sense of the word.
justify its continued practice of abortions. This is diametri
cally opposed to our instinct and moral precedent. Since
Since the fetus meets all the criteria for human life, we are
when does man opt to terminate life when the existence oflife
left to ask whether or not it is a human life. What else could
is in question?
it be? The fetus is the product of two human beings. Merely
because it is not as developed as a grown adult does not make
This aside, what are the characteristics of human life?
Growth? Reaction to stimuli? Need for sustenance? In
it any less human. Then the only criteria necessary for the
dividuality? State of not being dead? Is it a human? Most
fetus to be considered a human life is whether or not it is not
would agree thatlife must encompass all ofthese. Usingthese
Please see PRO-LIFE on page 21
criteria, then, one should be able to classify a fetus as alive or
dead
Let us see how the fetus meets this criteria.
Does the fetus experience growth? Yes, the fetus is grow
ing at a rate faster than it ever will during its existence outside
of its mother's womb.
The Washington and Lee Spectator offers uni
Does it react to stimuli? Absolutely yes, despite con
que
opportunities for those interested in writing
tradicting reports in that fine medical journal, The New Yorlc
Times from nearly five years ago. Science now has definitely
articles, conducting interviews, drawing car
concluded that the fetus does experience pain. From the
toons, selling advertisments, or working on our
Journal of Medkal Ethics in June of this year: "There is no
production staff.
doubt the 20-week fetus reacts to pain." Furthermore,
Don't let schoolwork get in the way
medicine bas concluded that this pain is the same type ofpain
of your education!
that human beings outside of the womb experience. The

"No man is an Island, entire of itself; every man is a piece
of the Continent, a part ofthe main; if a clod be washed away
by the sea, Europe is the less, as well as if a promontory were,
as well as if a manor of thy friends or of thine own were; any
man's death diminishes me, because I am involved in
Mankind; And therefor(c J1¥r send to know for whom the
bell tolls; It tolls for thee."
John Donne, Meditation XVII

Washington & Lee's Only
Independent Student Journal

J. Cameron Humphries Is a freshman from Dallas, Texas.
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Pro-Choicefrom page 18
the child. If she decides to work, then she must also find child
care for her child. Good child care is neither cheap nor easy
to find. Frequently, the cost of the child care is more than the
mother makes in take-home pay. Therefore, it is a sound
economic decision on her part not to work and to be placed on
welfare instead. This leads to more and more people on the
welfare roles that are already overburdened as it is.
Today, one in six t8eruJke girls gets pregnant at least once
before marriage. Half of all welfare payments go to women

I am not asking you to believe in abortion.'···
Nyou don't, then that is your right as an
American, living in a free and open society.
Instead, I ask you to believe in the
American tradition of liberty and not to
restrict or to control another American's
freedom of choice.
who gave birth as teenagers. Half of all children in foster care
were born out of wedlock. Studies clearly show that such
mothers and children are likely to remain undereducated and
to remain in poverty -- in families that will form a huge and
permanent underclass.
Contrary to many pro-life advocates' beliefs, abortion has
not caused a shortage of adoptable babies. N'mety percent of
adoptable infants are born outside ofwedlock, and today, there
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Our Typing
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are 118 percent more illegitimate babies born each year twui
before abortion was legalized in 1973. It is a false assumption
that most women who are forced to bear unwanted children
give them up for adoption. N'mety-seven percent of unmarried
women who give birth try to raise the babies themselves.
The decision toterminate a pregnancy must be left up to the
individual. That decision may be made for many reasons -- the
age of the mother, hers or the child's health, her marital status,
or even for economic reasons. No matter why the decision is
made, no woman is going to make that kind of a decision
without a lot of thought and agood reason for doing so.
Each year, 2,300women die from complications induced by
pregnancy while only 14 die from an abortion-related cause.
Ninety-eight percent of women who have had a legal abortion
say they would make the same choice again if faced with similar
circumstances, and ninety-one percent of them report a sense
of relief at having terminated their pregnancies. As medical
technology continually advances, abortions are becoming
safer, and today, an abortion performed within the first
trimester is twenty times safer than childbirth. As a general
rule, the earlier in the pregnancy when the abortion is per
formed, the safer it is and the less likely it is to cause serious
psychological side effects.
Over ninety percent of all a,bortions are performed within
the first twelve weeks of a pregnancy. Each year, less than 100
abortions are performed in the last nine weeks of a pregnancy
and almost all of those are performed due to a severe fetal
abnormality or a serious threat to the mother's life.
Tuenagers and women over 40 are much more likely to
terminate a pregnancy than women aged 20-39. Those two age
groups are also much more likely to have complications during
the pregnancy, and to deliver a baby with a low birth weight or
severe birth defects. Before abortion was legal in the United
States, it was still possible to terminate a pregnancy. Ifyou had
the m~y, >:ou could fly somew~re where it was legal. If you
weren t so nch, you came up with some money and found a
ndoctor" willing to perform a very chancy abortion. The very
poor had no choice -- they had the child and became even
poorer. T)ie pro-life forces argue that we should go back to
that situation where an abortion is only a plane ride away for
the rich, but illegal for the poor. For a society based on the
democratic ideal ofequality, restricting someone's freedom of
choice simply because of their financial status seems to be
contrary to that ideal.
Many pro-life advocates would like for people to believe
that ~e majority of Americans are on their side. Fortunately,
that ss not true. In 1987, 86% of Americans believed that
abortion should be legal if the mother's health were en
dangered by the child, 78% in cases ofrape or incest, and 77%
in cases of severe birth defects. I am not asking you to believe
in the right to have an abortion for any reason. Instead, I am
asking you to believe the way over three-fourths of America
does -- that abortion may not be right, but it sometimes is a
necessary option.
Liberty, the ideal that this country was built on, means
freedom from the control of another, freedom to make our own
choices. That freedom is what is at stake here: the freedom
for .the women of this country to decide what will happen to
thetr lives. Let us ensure this constitutional liberty by not
restricting their power of choice.

203 North Main Street
Lexington, Virginia 24450
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dead. For something to be dead, it must have died. This twenty
week old fetus has not died, therefore the fetus meets the
criteria of human life.
Yet, while most people admit they expect a premature fetus
born at twenty-two weeks to receive all the dignity of human
life, they will also turn right back around and say they support,
albeit reservedly, the right of a woman to terminate her preg
nancy at the same point. I~ot help but ask, would one
become less alive simply because they crawled back into their
mother's womb? Of course not. The dependency of the child
upon its mother outside of the womb does not detract from its

Pregnacy is not a question of 11Should I
give birth to this child. 11 Tha question was
answered at conception. The only ques
tion remaining, unfortunately, is 11Should I
kill this child because it will be hindrance
to my freedom."
right to life, how then does the dependency of the fetus inside
the mother's womb detract from its right to life?
Yet, the feminist leaders claim that abortion is not a question
of the fetus, but of the woman. Some will even admit that
abortion is wrong, and claim "a lesser of two evils." Addition
ally, NOW claims that the fetus is the sole possession of the
mother. Here again, this logic is at best faulty, at worst, deeply
disturbing. Do the feminist wish us to believe that the woman
holds the sole interest in the fetus or in its creation?
Pregnancy is not a question of "Should I give birth to this
child." That question was answered at conception. The only
question left to answer, unfortunately, is "Should I kill this child
because it will be a hindrance to my freedom?"
Does the mother have this right? The answer is no for two
reasons. Frrst, the child is not hers alone. It is shared with the
father. Secondly, even if the father agrees to terminate the
pregnancy, he does not have this right because it is not his
either. Ultimately, the fetus has the right to its own existence.
Here, then, is where the real contradiction to the term
"Pro-choice" lies. H freedom of the individual is the upmost
value of this society, as most people, especially the feminist,
agree it is, then the involuntary termination of one's life is the
ultimate violation of hoerty. H we as a society are able to say
that one person's life is more important, more worthy to be
lived, more protected by the constitution than another's, we risk
destroying not only the feminist movement, but all civil rights.
The basic concept of "pro-choice" is the greatest threat to
democracy and human rights in the history of mankind
H "choice" is the ultimate good, why then should we not
praise people like Charles Manson? He exercised his freedom
to chose. No, we all recognize that choice without limits will
self-destruct. Freedom has a price, be it fighting on the shores
of Normandy, or carrying an unwanted pregnancy to term. If
we wish our children to enjoy freedom, we must remember that
even choice has it limits.
If one hundred and fifty years ago you asked the average
Southerner if he thought slavery were wrong, most likely he
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would have answered yes. If you asked him if he would own
slaves, he would most likely answer no. Not because he could
not afford them, but because he believed it was wrong. If you
asked him, however, if he thought the government should take
away his right to own slaves, he would have vehemently stated
that he would die to defend the right to own slaves. 'Ihle to his
word, this average Southerner probably did die fighting for that
right. Yet, today this average Southerner would not be con
sidered a defender of choice. He is labeled "Pro-slavery" and
"racist."
If, however, you asked the average American if he thinks
abortion is wrong, he, too, will answer yes. If-you asked the
average American if she would have abortion, she, too, would
answer no. Not because she can't afford it, but because she
believes it is wrong. Ask her, though, if she wants the govern
ment to ban abortions, she will vehemently state that the
government has no right to prevent her abortion. She will tell
you that if abortions are banned, she will die to have illegal ones.
Yet, for some reason this American is considered "Pro-choice."
Joe Sobran argues that if the South had been this clever with
the manner in which they defined slavery, then the South might
just have slaves today.
But slavery is not a question of choice, and neither is abor
tion. Instead, the two ofthem symbolize the greatest threats to
democracy. One states that one human race is superior to
another, the other states that one human life is inferior to
another. Neither of them promotes choice, both of them, when
exposed for what they are, are vile, repugnant, and abhorrent
acts for which we will be accountable to our descendants, if not
to our God.
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The S~gr staff present their predictions for the year ahead...
• Gov. Michael Dukakis will finally send Willy Horton to the electric chair for kill
ing his campaign.
• Kitty Dukakis will start a "Just say Yes" campaign.
• President Bush will complete a second year in office without doing anything.
• The Dean of Freshmen will be caught secretly breaking windows in Graham-Lees
• City of Lexington will announce a new aesthetic tax on students who enjoy pic
turesque surroundings.
·
• The W&L Bookstore will announce a new line of official W&L Pantyhose with
commemorative female generalette.
• Dan Qualye will play in his own golf tournament.
• Naturally, Jesse Jackson will announce his candidacy for President in 1992.
• Barney Frank will die of AIDS trying to help someone else out.
• The CRC will find a girl guilty of date-rape.
• The Renaissance Program will be delayed until the year 2000.
• Another Self-Study committee will reveal an unexplained room foll of $5 bills in
the Registrar's office.
• The W&L Panallenic Council will sponsor a "get to know ya'" mixer for all area
Women's colleges.

• In a bizarre agreement with the Lexington City Council, students will be allowed
to pay car taxes with wooden nickels.
• W&L will build another new arts center for its 12 performing arts majors.
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• Over ED. the Lexington Police will arrest a record 200 students. Chief Beard
will declare "we needed the revenue."
• Tummy Bakker will re-open the PTL calling it "Pay The Lady."
• In the nature10f art-subsidizing, Congress will pay to promote graffiti on.all
roadways and subways.

• Ted Kennedy, in memory of Chappaquiddick, will vote for the legalization of
drinking and driving.
• Liberty Hall Volunteers will stage an assault on Amnesty International Head
quarters.
• Newly elected governor Doug Wilder will change the state song to "Wild Thing."
• New OrleansAints will win the Super Bowl.
• Fall Break will be broken into S mini one-day vacations.
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